
  

News from Fermilab: 50+ years; g-2; Planck scale
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Fermilab:  50+ years

Robert R. Wilson, NAL Director, and 
Willibald Jentschke, CERN DG,  
Sept. 1, 1971

"It only has to do with the respect with which we 
regard one another, the dignity of men, our love of 
culture. It has to do with those things. It has to do 
with, are we good painters, good sculptors, great 
poets? I mean all the things that we really venerate 
and honor in our country and are patriotic about. It 
has nothing to do directly with defending our 
country except to help make it worth defending." — 
Robert R. Wilson, answering Congress' question 
on how the new accelerator will affect the nation's 
security. 



  

A brief history of Fermilab:  b, t, ν
τ
, Higgs

Donut 
(2000)

b&t&

Upsilon (1977)
CDF/D0 (1995)

The 
comprehensive 
version:

http://50.fnal.gov/



  

Astrophysics
Theoretical Astrophysics Group (Schramm, Turner, Kolb)
Sloan Digital Sky Survey
Dark Energy Camera
South Pole Telescope 3G
Future: DESI, LSST, CMB-S4



  

The next 50+

PIP-II:  1 MW@120 GeV

DUNE

Direct Detection of Dark Matter:
ADMX
SuperCDMS
LUX-ZEPLIN
SENSEI



Muon Campus – Fermilab’s Back yard

Recycler

P1, P2, M1 M2

M3 Delivery Ring

M5
M4

AP0targethall

AP30

AP50

AP10

Mu2e
g-2 storage ring



  

Fermilab Muon g-2



  

Spin and Magnetic Moment

“g” is the Gyromagnetic Ratio:

Classical:  g=1
[ Stern-Gerlach (1922) ]
Pauli:  g=2 for (isolated) point particle (1928)
Otto Stern:  g=5.6 for proton (1933)
Rabi, and Stern g=-3.8 for neutron (1934+)
Kusch&Foley e=2.00238 for electron(1948)
Schwinger  2(1+α/π) (1948)

Garwing, Lederman, Weinrich 2.01 ± 0.4% (1957)

Cern I 4300 ppm (1965) 
Cern II 270 ppm  (1968) 
Cern III 7 ppm  (1979)

BNL 0.54 ppm (1999)

FNAL Goal:  0.140 ppm



  

Measure g directly

g = 2mω/eB



  

So, why bother?

Courtesy of Kim Siang Khaw

Convenient to deal with the “anomalous magnetic moment” 



  

Standard Model ←→ Measurement

Keshavarzi et al. 
arXiv:1802.02995 



  

Use a muon storage ring

In π center of mass reference frame, the ν and μ spins are aligned with their momentum vectors

In lab frame, select high momentum μ for 90% polarization. 



  

Positron from muon decay aligned with spin



  

Detect positron from muon decay



  

Note: the B field is not here directly.
We sample the B field with protons in NMR probes to calibrate.



  

pNMR probes:  trolly, fixed, plunging

Rachel Osofsky



  

Track muon locations in storage ring



  

Convolve B with muon distribution

Measure B using pNMR probes

Mechanically adjust steel

Coils adjust dipole 

Thermally control steel 

Instrument 2 stations with straw tubes

“u”,”v” planes 

Trace back to tangent



  

UCL  TeamGleb

Matt & Erdem

Samer

Mark

Becky



  

Jarek Kaspar et al.



  



Calorimeter gain 
stability established 
to ~few x 10-4 

10-4 / h demonstrated

- p. 22Experimental Technique

Test Beam Data

State-of-the-art Laser-based 
calibration system also allows for 
pseudo data runs for DAQ



Aaron Feinberg





Experiment uses a weak focusing muon storage ring.

Super conducting coil

Super conducting coil

Super conducting coil

pole

pole

Bending Magnetic Dipole Field
(horizontal focusing)

+18.3 kV

+18.3 kV

-18.3 kV-18.3 kV

[1] Y. K. Semertzidis et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A  503, 458 (2003). doi:10.1016/S0168-9002(03)00999-9

[1] 

[1] 

Vertical Focusing Electric 
Quadrupole Field

Scraping sets bottom, Q2 
inner, and Q4 outer plates 
to ±13.1 kV.
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0 when γ = 29.3 => pμ 
= 3.094 GeV/c

ωa = anomalous precession frequency
ωs = spin precession frequency
ωc = cyclotron frequency

Horizontal And Vertical Tunes:

x  1n

y  n
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Two corrections to “Wiggle Plot”

Quad E-fields Vertical Motion

1. E-field Correction : 0.25-0.5 ppm (depending on kicker voltage)
 - position uncertainty / misalignment of quad plates
 - deviation of beam from equilibrium radius / magic momentum

2. Pitch Correction : 0.25 ppm
 - due to (small) vertical betatron oscillation 

BNL had O(10%) uncertainties on these corrections



  

Momentum Distribution



  



   Run 8562
January, 13, 
2018

• Muons that get kicked out by the 
collimators and punch through 
calorimeters (MIPs) during measurement 

• Need to determine: how many muons are 
lost, and where they originated

• The loss rate is time dependent and needs 
to be incorporated in the muon precession 
frequency fit

How do we detect them?
• Muons can pass through many calorimeters 

without stopping

One of the Systematic Errors: Muons Lost from 
Storage Ring Collimators 

to remove 
muons 
outside the 
9-cm-
diameter 
storage 
region

3 GeV muons (MIPs) deposit of order 
200 MeV as they pass through a 
calorimeter



Use energy, position, and 
time to identify “lost muon” 
events 

One of the Systematic Errors: Muons Lost from 
Storage Ring

Coincidence time window between two 
consecutive  calorimeters

 MIPs move radially inward when going 
from 1st Calorimeter to 2nd Calorimeter

          Run 8562, 
      January, 13, 
2018

Run 8562,
January, 13, 2018

Towards 
Ring



Fractional Muon 
Losses as a function 
of time under 
different scraping 
voltages 

Lost muon signal useful for tuning injection 
parameters, e.g. inflector, quad scraping, kicker 
settings and radial field

January, 14, 
2018

End of 
Scraping

Run 8596+8597, 6 kV 
scraping 
Run 8598+8599  4.5 kV 
scraping
Run 8601+8604  3 kV 
scraping

Sudeshna Ganguly



  



  



8 Countries, 35 Institutions, 190 Collaborators

Fermilab Muon g-2 
Collaboration



The Fermilab Holometer







See also:  

Statistical Model of Exotic Rotational Correlations in Emergent Space-Time arXiv:1607.03048
Inflation with Spooky Correlations arXiv:1811.03283
Quantum-enhanced correlated interferometry for fundamental physics tests arXiv:1810.13386
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